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Repeal Conversion of National Guard 

Technicians to Title 5 (Section 1053 of FY-16 

NDAA) 

Message: Maintaining state authority over full-time military technicians is 

essential to effective management of National Guard forces when not in a federal 

status. 

Supporting Points: 

 The National Guard Technician Act of 1968 assured that military technicians 
remain subject to the command and control of the governors and adjutants 
general (32 USC 709). 

 This transition would lead to degraded state control of its full time military 
technician workforce with all Title 5 employees reporting to a federal official 
outside of each state’s National Guard force structure. 

 The target group is the 0300 occupational series and is used throughout the 
Guard for leadership and program management positions such as wing 
commanders, directors, aircraft maintenance officers, battalion and brigade 
administrative officers. 

 State emergency response capabilities will be severely degraded by diminishing 
the number of dual-status technician’s governors can order to State Active Duty 
in times of domestic crisis, as Title 5 DA Civilians cannot be used in state 
emergency responses. 

 This transition would result in reduced National Guard readiness and unit 
cohesion. Section 1053 eliminates key developmental positions for military 
members, reduces the adjutants general flexibility in managing a blended full-
time/part-time force and potentially driving stagnation in critical positions 
encumbered by Title 5 federal employees. 

 Changing the legal status and oversight of these positions would interrupt the 
continuity and knowledge flow between the full-time and part-time National Guard 
force due to the loss of synergy from the affiliation of dual-status technicians.  

 Continuity with units when mobilized and deployed would be disrupted as dual-
status technicians deploy with their units while Title 5 Civilians do not. 

Ask: Repeal the provision (NDAA 2016 Section 1053) to convert National Guard 

Military Technicians to DA Title 5 Civilian Employees 
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Readiness Center Master Transformation Plan 

(RCTMP) 

Message: Seeking funding increase in Army MILCON budget and associated 

Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization (SRM) funding for Army National 

Guard readiness centers nationwide. 

Supporting Points: 

 Pursue Congressional Hearing to increase awareness and garner support 

 Existing Footprint: 

o ARNG facilities have been under-funded for decades 

o Space shortages, quality issues, undesirable locations, and inefficient 
structures 

o Negatively impacts unit readiness 

o Geographic dispersion required: 

 To maintain operational readiness and support dual missions both 
Federal and State 

 For recruitment, retention, training, and operations 

 To support veterans, families, communities, and employers 

 Aging Facilities: 

o Many built before 1960s for the Cold War “strategic reserve” mission, most 

do not meet current codes and standards 

o Many cannot support current training requirements including 
automation/communication infrastructure needs and support for 
modernized military equipment 

o Nationally, Readiness Centers average a square footage shortfall 
providing only 64% of the required space to maintain readiness. 

Ask: Support authorization and appropriation for the implementation of the 

ARNG's RCTMP.  Total funding to include: MILCON and SRM accounts totaling 

$28.48B over a period of no less than five years and no more than 15 years.  

ARNG Readiness Centers provide the infrastructure required to house units and 

capabilities while maintaining readiness, the Army's number 1 priority.
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Support for NCFA Recommendations on 

Resourcing, End Strength, and Retaining 

Apaches in the ARNG 

Message: Congress should maintain future Army budgets at funding levels at 

least equal to those in the FY-16 President’s budget due to significant and 

emerging threats to national security with an authorized end strength of 980,000.  

Supporting Points: 

 Allows DoD to accomplish its mission with acceptable risk 

 Total Army end strength should be maintained at least at 980,000: 

o Active Army – 450,000 

o Army National Guard (ARNG) – 335,000 

o Army Reserve – 195,000 

 Maintaining four ARNG Attack RECON Battalions (ARB)  equipped with eighteen 
Apaches each provides additional wartime capacity, wartime surge capability, 
increases active duty ARB dwell time: 

o The 1-130 ARB has a proven track record and should be selected by 
NGB as one of the remaining 4 ARBs: 

 1-130 ARB ranks #1 of 8 ARNG ARBs using the Unit Analysis Tool 

 1-130 ARB proximity to Fort Bragg and current partnerships with 
the 82 Combat Aviation Brigade make the 1-130 ARB a prime 
candidate as an aviation multicomponent pilot program for the Army  

 With NC being the 9th largest state with a projected growth of over 3 million in the 
next 14 years, along with having the 4th largest state military presence, the 
NCNG is well positioned and postured to support additional force structure 
and end strength. We can support what we have with room to grow. 

Asks: (1) Continue to support military funding and resourcing providing for a 

properly sized Army resourced to accomplish its missions with acceptable risks, 

and (2) Support retaining 1-130 ARB. 
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Non-Concur with NCFA Recommendation to 

Design a Consolidated Recruiting Program  

Message:  While many efficiencies can be gained by collaborating with Army 

Recruiting Command, placing all recruiting under one mission command umbrella 

is not feasible due to federal legal constraints and limited NG recruiting force 

structure. 

Supporting Points: 

 Every year, The NG guarantees its endstrength in order to guarantee available 
capabilities to State Governors for domestic operations 

 A full consolidation under the Active Army will lead to loss of end strength in the 
National Guard, due to national security requirement priorities for Active Army 
forces as demonstrated by the Army Reserve’s Endstrength 

 The Army Reserves have missed their recruiting, retention, and endstrength 
goals due to this priority placement dilemma because the Active Component 
Army runs their recruiting program.  The shortfalls result in costly bonus 
payments to recruit and retain Soldiers.  

 The NG has established the model recruiting and retention programs that are 
more cost efficient than the Active Army / Army Recurve programs 

o Army and Reserves Mission = 77,900 recruits with 9000 Recruiters = 8.6 
recruits per recruiter (has more recruiter per capita but recruits less) 

o National Guard Mission = 42,400 recruits with 3000 Recruiters = 14.1 
recruits per NG recruiter (has less recruiters per capita, but recruit more) 

 NG recruiters are also perform the role of Retention NCOs 

 The Army and Reserves have additional manpower for retention  

 

Asks: (1) In order to ensure Governors maintain sufficient available and trained 

forces, Congress should disapproves the NCFA recommendation for a 

consolidated recruiting force and continue to fund separate NG and Active Army 

/ Army Reserve Recruiting programs (2) Congress should request that the Active 

Army / Army Reserve Recruiting and Retention programs study and possibly 

implement the cost savings National Guard model. 
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Non-Concur with NCFA Recommendation on 

Centralizing ARNG Marketing Under the Army 

Marketing Research Group (AMRG)  

Message: Congress should keep the National Guard branding and identity 

protected and intact, and prevent the AMRG from banishing the National Guard 

brand and identity. 

Supporting Points: 

 The consolidation does not solve a problem – the NG already meets recruiting 
and retention goals and achieves its End Strength 

 National Guard Bureau should remain the sole authority for production, design, 
trademarking, and licensing of the National Guard brand. 

o Unlike the Active Army / Army Reserves, the NG brand is unique as it 
markets to recruits who want to give back to their communities while 
simultaneously serving our country 

 AMRG is NOT cost efficient: 

o NG marketing at the local level is immediate and has ability to target a 
specific target market audience, problem, or tactical strategy 

o US Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) marketing, at the operational 
level, can accomplish the same processes as AMRG but costs 
approximately 10% of the cost and can deliver to the customer in less than 
half the time of AMRG 

Ask: (1) Delay or abandon pursuit or directives which place the National Guard 

brand and identity at risk. (2) At a minimum, wait until initial results of the 

consolidated recruiting pilot (DP#39) are released and evaluated to determine if 

additional consolidation is required/necessary. 
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Assignment of Regular Army Officers and 

Enlisted to ARNG Full-Time Support Active 

Guard and Reserve Positions  

Message: Maintaining state authority over full-time support personnel that are 

essential to effective management of Army National Guard forces when not in a 

federal status. 

Supporting Points: 

 Ensure Council of Governors and State Adjutants General are provided the 

opportunity for input to Recommendation 35: Congress should enact legislation to 

allow assignment of Regular Army officers and enlisted Soldiers to Army National Guard 

positions to execute all functions without prejudice to their federal standing.  The 

legislation should also permit the similar assignment of National Guard officers and 

enlisted Soldiers to Regular Army units. 

 Like the Title 5 program, this program degrades the Governor’s and Adjutants General 

authorities to select, train, assign, and promote personnel responsible for the readiness 

of ARNG units and forces available for Domestic Operations.  

 Unlike an Active Army Soldier, AGR Soldiers at the company level maintain a career 

progression path that focuses equally on their fulltime position which generally operates 

in a different MOS that their trained M-Day position.  Despite MOS, AGR personnel 

NCOs / Officers must be fluent in the 42 administrative series MOS to take care of 

personnel, 92 logistics series for supply, and proficient in operations, training, and 

schools processes and systems.   

 Unit FTS personnel tie the ARNG to the local communities throughout the nation.  Unit 

Readiness NCOs are the fulltime strength managers for their unit.  A well-trained and 

locally known RNCOs ensures unit readiness through recruiting, retention, and 

community support.  A poor RNCO can destroy a unit’s local reputation and readiness 

for a decade. 

Ask:  Ensure the Council of Governors and State Adjutants General have input 

into the Federal Legislation that allows assignment of Regular Army Officers and 
Enlisted Soldiers to Army National Guard positions.  

 


